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Abstract

Processing of unstructured documents according to their
content is required in many disciplines; e.g., machine
translation, text analysis and mining, and information
extraction and retrieval. Whilst research in fields like
text analysis, conceptualisation, or design of semantic
networks progressed crucially over the last years, we
still observe gaps between state-of-the-art algorithms to
extract concepts from documents and how these con-
cepts are linked effective and efficiently. This paper
proposes a framework to store processed documents in
a specialised semantic network database to enhance re-
trieval and analysis of common concepts in documents.
We applynatural language reductionto calculate se-
mantic cores for the concept-based indexing of stored
documents. The developed prototype demonstrates an
advanced document storage as well as a fast (semantical)
retrieval of documents based on given key concepts.

1 Introduction

One key aspect in document management systems is the
storage and retrieval of (un-)structured electronic doc-
uments. In general, meta-information as well as key
terms associated with the document are used for index-
ing and classification. Due to the user generated content
paradigm of the Web 2.0 and the continuous progress
of document digitalisation, we encounter an exponen-
tial increase of mainly unstructured documents and, as
a consequence, advanced challenges to increase (and
even maintain) the retrieval quality. Improved search
engines consider stem forms, synonyms or translations
to the document language [18], a match to search re-
quest generally requires the words to be part of the doc-
ument while the meaning and context is ignored. Se-
mantic analysis can support the search by including ad-
ditional associated terms (i.e. determining the concept
of terms) and scenarios; e.g. the term “trunk” is used
in subjects like car repair, travel accessories or safari re-

ports. With the Web 2.0 smoothly shifting to the next
version, we expect computers to process information on
a higher level and grasp the meaning of words. Instead
of handling documents, so-called (intelligent) agents are
supposed to, for example, extract information and espe-
cially concepts according to our individual preferences,
grade (free-text) exams, summarise correspondence or
translate documents. In all cases, the understanding of
natural language without any structure is essential to
guarantee robustness and reliability with respect to qual-
ity.

Our research is centered on advanced document stor-
age and fast queries to retrieve documents with the same
concepts [9]. The preprocessing, i.e., semantic analy-
sis, is still crucial as the outcome influences the storage
quality significantly. The applied and later described al-
gorithm was chosen as it demonstrated a good quality-
perfomance ratio; nevertheless, other algorithms and the
state-of-the-art literature were evaluated and considered
for inclusion; see [8] for more details. Here, with re-
spect to our focus, we refer to [31, 39, 27, 32, 6] for an
overview of well-grounded and elaborated methods for
information extraction and concentrate on the semantic
document network.

In this contribution, we focus on the aspect of stor-
ing documents in a semantic document network after we
extracted meta, structure and content information using
semantic analysis. Subsequent to a brief introduction
to conceptualisation, we introduce the semantic docu-
ment network in Section 3; i.e. how information can
be stored in an interlinked network. Using a short sam-
ple, we visualise in Section 2.4 the calculation of the
semantic core usingconceptual indexingas well as the
embedding in an existing semantic document network.
Our proposed framework avoids the transformation of
the network as we use a semantic network database. Its
advantage is summarised in Section 4.
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2 Conceptualisation

A concept is described by one or multiple words and
associated with a (semantic) category. These cate-
gories represent the meanings or senses of the contain-
ing words, whereas the interpretation might differ when
the domain, context, language, or person changes [7].
That is, the wordtrunk in the context of motor vehicles
refers to the storage room, while the same word in the
context of traveling might be about an object to keep
your clothes; see Figure 1. Here, the second story (solid
arrows) uses all concepts (trunk, jeep, safari) and refers
to trunk as the elephants’ body part, while the first story
is about a suitcase. The kind of arrow represents param-
eters associated with the relations. Note that the terms
bear even further meanings, which are ignored here: Sa-
fari is an Internet browser and trunk is also the stem of a
tree or torso.

trunk vehicle

Jeep suitcase

elephantsafari

isA

isPart

isPart

isA

ContentNode

ContentNode

ContentNode

dealsWith

DocumentNode

DocumentNode

DocumentNode

On the last safari, the 

Jeep hit the elephant 

and hurt its trunk.

The tourists enjoy

their large trunk

for their clothes

On the safari, an

elephant destroyed

the trunk of the car

Figure 1: Different document networks using the same
context. For clarity, the relations are reduced to the nec-
essary ones to demonstrate the example.

Conceptualisation is the process of detecting a text’s
meaning; given as a set of concepts. The goal is to iden-
tify descriptive generic terms that characterise the en-
tire text. Such concepts basically reduce the text to its
most relevant elements with respect to content and can
be regarded as a footprint. Two different texts could be
seen as identical (telling the same story) if their footprint
matches.

Humans intuitively employ their cognitive abilities
to do conceptualisation. It facilitates them to generalise
or abstract from the full text. Under the assumption that
the reader knows the used vocabulary, one will be able
to understandthe text and possibly deduce knowledge
from it [30]. The challenge here is to develop a soft-
ware that is capable to reproduce this process. As to the
example above, the conceptualisation must also cover
scenarios, where people talk abouttrunks(of elephants
they saw last holiday) while being in the garage with
the jeep. The concept forrear storage area in a vehi-
cle results in an erroneous footprint and, therefore, later
misinterpretation.

Conceptualisation is used for manifold applications.
Their common denominator is the deduction of a con-
cept hierarchy, leading from a general to a more specific

concept and vice versa. Examples areinformation re-
trieval (meaningful retrieval of stored information from
a data repository with digital artefacts [25]),automated
essay grading (comparing essays using their feature
space – relevant concepts as well as their relations –
against a model answers [38]),plagiarism (detection of
reproduced ideas instead of just word-by-word-copied
paragraphs [13]) andbuilding ontologies (an ontology
is formed byIs-A relations (generalisation and speciali-
sation of concepts) [10], whereas the whole interplay of
these relations construct ontology schema [7].

2.1 Fields of Research

The identification of concepts in documents requires dif-
ferent technologies with significant importance for the
overall quality. Here, we briefly highlight four different
fields of research; see also [1]: Tagging part of speech
(POS), named entity recognition (NER), entity tracking
(ET) and relation extraction (RE):

POS classifies every string sequence (separated by
white spaces) and annotates it with the determined part
of speech; e.g., noun, verb or adjective. Punctuation
marks are used to interpret the structure which helps to
identify subordinate clauses [1].

NER filters expressions that either stand for (known)
people, organisations or places [36]. In general, the de-
tection of named entities (proper nouns) depends on the
coverage of the underlying entity lists.

ET identifies individual objects that are referenced
differently throughout a text [24]. Such occurences are
called co-references [1]. They appear as named entities
(either abreviations like “USA” for “United States” or
synonyms like “the state of liberty and freedom”) and
pronouns (“Mr. X vanished.He hasn’t been seen ever
since.”) [16].

RE exploits a sentence’s structure. It focuses on
verbs but also respects involved objects to infer a rela-
tion between them. Therefore, relation extraction as-
signs active or passive roles to participating objects.
Hence, relations are often expressed as predicates [17,
19].

2.2 Methodologies

Different techniques have been utilised to retrieve the
most relevant concepts from a text; here under the as-
sumption that the text is unstructured or semi-structured.

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a pure mathe-
matical approach to deduce knowledge from texts [37].
It draws upon the lattice theory, which utilises partially
ordered sets. The key element of the FCA is the defini-
tion of contexts. A context is expressed by a tuple: a set
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of entities, a set of attributes and a binary relation be-
tween them [15, 37]. Thus, a subset of a context defines
a concept and concept hierarchies can be described and
processed using set notation [11].

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) infers contextual
relations between terms [21, 23]. The LSA assumes that
there are hidden, i.e. latent, coherences throughout the
analysed passages [20]. The starting point of the LSA
is a correlation matrix over terms and their occurrences
in the passages. This matrix states in which contexts a
term does or does not occur. The individual rows are
considered as independent term vectors.

After transforming the matrix values with a weight
function the correlation matrix is split to three different
matrices using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
Next, a dimension reduction is executed upon the result
of the SVD with the help of the original correlation ma-
trix’ rank. Afterwards, the SVD is reverted. The result is
a matrix, reduced in dimension and reduced from noise
which represents the most important terms or concepts
respectively.

Concept-based Indexing (CBI) assembles aseman-
tic core in form of a semantic network [5]. In such
networks, nodes stand for the most important concepts
which are identified based on the semantic relatedness
among each other. The result describes the content of
a document, which further contributes directly to the
assemblance of a the semantic document network (see
Section 3). In combination with the succeeding stor-
age of the document network in the semantic database
this procedure forms theconceptualised document sav-
ing (CDS). The following section describes this tech-
nique in more details as we adopted it for our work.

2.3 Concept-based Indexing

First, appropriateconcept candidates are identified.
Candidates might be adjacent (compouned terms) or
single words. For so-called multiword concepts, the
synsets – a set of semantically equivalent terms – are
requested from WordNet (note that candidates are dis-
posable, if they do not exist in WordNet).1 Next, the
concept candidates are weighted byw(ci) = c f(ci) ·
ln(N/d f(ci)) with N being the total number of doc-
uments that are analysed at once andd f being the
frequency of theith conceptc accross all these docu-

1This approach assumes that single word concepts come along
with at least one meaning; i.e. are in multiple synsets. Word-
Net is a lexical database developed at Princeton University
(http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). WordNet stores concepts in
synsets. A synset comprises synonym words as well as a gloss defini-
tion for the altogether meaning [14]. A single word might belong to
multiple synsets, which reflects its ambiguity. Among synsets differ-
ent kinds of relations exists.

ments.c f(ci) denotes the concept frequency in the cur-
rent document and is calculatedc f(ci) = count(ci) +

∑sc∈Sci
(length(sc)/length(ci) ·count(sc))

The functionscount andlength describe the num-
ber of times thatci occurs throughout the text and the
number of words it comprises. The setSci holds all sub-
concepts ofci . Its elements are all partially orded sub-
sets of words ofci ; e.g.,ci = “House of Commons” in-
corporateSci = { “House of”, “ of Commons”, “ House”,
“of”, “ Commons” }. Only concept candidates whose
weight exceed a certain threshold are retained.

Secondly, thesemantic relatedness of concept can-
didates is calculated using an adapted Lesk Algorithm
[22]. This algorithm resolves ambiguities of words with
the help of machine readable dictionaries. It detects
overlaps in the words’ definitions [3, 22]. We use mul-
tiple WordNet relations accross synsets to compute the
overlapO of concept candidates that are subsumed in
the setC ; given in Equation (1). The relations are com-
prised in the setℜ = {ℜ1,ℜ2, . . . ,ℜr}.2

This overlap is computed for allv meanings of a can-
didateck (M k

v ) in combination with all meanings of the
other concept candidates.

O(M k
v ,M

l
w) = ∑

i, j∈{1,...,card(ℜ)}

ℜi(M
k
v )∩ℜ j(M

l
w)

(1)

∀k6=l k, l ∈ C ∧ ∀ v,w (2)

The intersection of two relationsℜi(M
k
v ) and

ℜ j(M
l
w), called Lesk Overlap, is defined as sum of con-

joint words whereas the number of adjacent conjoint
words is squarred [4, 22].

In the final step, thesemantic core is determined out
of all possible combinations of concept meanings. For
each of thexk meanings of a concept candidate the relat-
edness to all other candidates’ meanings is aggregated
and forms the meaning’s score:

score(M k
v ) = ∑

l∈{1,...,n},w∈{1,...,xl },l 6=k

O(M k
v ,M

l
w) (3)

The best scored meaning of each concept candidate is
finally selected to compose the semantic core.

S C = (best(c1), . . . ,best(cn)) (4)

best(ck) = max
v∈{1,...,xk}

score(M k
v ) (5)

2These relations include the gloss, hyponymy, hypernymy,
meronymy, holonymy, category, usage and region. Note: Theyare
deduced in WordNet using FCA (see Section 2.2) [26].
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Thus, the selected concept meanings represent the
nodes of the semantic core. Edges between these nodes
contain the semantic relatedness of the corresponding
meanings; i.e. the value ofO(best(ck),best(cl )).

2.4 Example for Concept-based Indexing

The exemplary snippet to demonstrate the algorithm is
reduced to the text shown below, where the identified
concept candidates are already highlighted; see also [8].

“The House of Commons is the name of
the electedlower house of the bicameral
parliaments of the United Kingdom and
Canada. Historically it was thename of
thelower houses of Ireland andNorth Car-
olina.”3

The candidates are selected by checking each sin-
gle word whether it belongs to a defined stop word cat-
egory4. Exceptions are for named entities where stop
words are part of the candidates; here, for example,
“Houseof Commons”. The identified terms in all sen-
tences are retained as concept candidates.

Next, the weights of the candidates are computed.
The following example shows the calculation for the
concept candidate “House of Commons”. The term
ln( N

d f(ci)
) equals 1 due to the small size of the sample

we use here.

w(House of Commons) = count(House of Commons)

+
length(House of)

length(House of Commons)
· count(House of)+

length(of Commons)
length(House of Commons)

· count(of Commons)

+
length(House)

length(House of Commons)
· count(House)+

length(of)
length(House of Commons)

· count(of)

+
length(Commons)

length(House of Commons)
· count(Commons)

= 1+
2
3
·1+

2
3
·1+

1
3
·2+

1
3
·6+

1
3
·1

w(House of Commons) = 5.3

The weights of the remaining concept candidates are
summarised in Table 1 (left side) together with the num-
ber of meanings of each concept candidatei in WordNet
(denoted asxi).5

The threshold to accept candidates for further pro-
cessing is set to 2.

Next, the semantic relatedness for all retained con-
cept candidates’ meanings (M i

xi
) are calculated as de-

fined in Equation (1). In contrast to the approach

3Fromhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House of Commons
4In this list are articles, prepositions, verb forms and types, pro-

nouns, adverbs, symbols, list markers and conjunctional words.
5Note that “name” occured twice and is merged into one candi-

date. “lower house”, “lower houses” and “bicameral parliaments”
are dropped because WordNet does not know these expressions; even
though the weight is above 2 for all cases.

Table 1: Left: Different document networks using the
same context.Right: Matrix of the semantic related-
nessO(M i

xi
,M

j
xj ) of all meanings of all retained con-

cept candidates together with their resulting score.

from [5] we disrespect words belonging to a subset of
stop word categories as mentioned above. Here, we
demonstrate the procedure for the candidate “House of
Commons” (M 1

1 ), for which the gloss of its meaning
is compared with the gloss of the second meaning of
“North Carolina” (M 9

2 ).6 The results of all comparisons
are shown in Table 1 with the relatednesses of all candi-
dates’ meanings.

ℜgloss(M
1
1 ) = “The lower house of the British parliament.”

ℜgloss(M
9
2 ) = “One of the British colonies that formed the United

States.”

ℜgloss(M
1
1 ) ∩ ℜgloss(M

9
2 ) =

The lower house of the British parliament
× 0 0 × × 1 0 = 1

Note that this value differs from the one in the ta-
ble as it is only a partial result as the example here cal-
culated only one overlapping computation but all from
WordNet relations. In total the semantic relatedness of
both concept meaningsO(M 1

1 ,M
9
2 ) is 6.

The column score(M i
xi
) in Table 1 (right side)

shows the overall score for each concept meaning,

6For the sake of completeness: The first gloss (M 9
1 ) is “Old North

State, Tar Heel State, NC – (a state in southeastern United States; one
of the original 13 colonies”
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which is calculated by summing up all columns of
the according row. For the semantic core, the best
rated concept meaning of each candidateci is selected
(maxxi score(M i

xi
)). The resulting semantic core is:

S C = (best(c1),best(c2),best(c5),best(c9)) = (M 1
1 ,M

2
1 ,M

5
1 ,M

9
2 )

Figure 2 visualises the semantic core, whereas the con-
cept nodes are already connected to the central node of
a partial document network (ContentNode).

c9

O(M2,M2)

means

dealsWith

c2c5

c1

9 1

O(M1,M2)
2 9

O(M2,M1)
9 1

O(M1,M2)
1 9

means means

means

dealsWith dealsWith

dealsWith

O(M1,M1)
1 5

O(M1,M1)
5 1

O(M1,M1)
2 5

O(M1,M1)
5 2

M1
1

M1
5 M1

2

M1
9

ContentNode

House of Commons

The lower house 

of the British 

parliament

One of the British 

colonies that formed 

the United States
North Carolina

Concepts and their glosses for the example

Figure 2: Semantic core of the exemplary text

3 Semantic Document Networks

The preparation of documents for automated processing
is relevant; i.e. deriving implications (based on already
existing knowledge) or reasoning by given rules. Nev-
ertheless, the transition of documents to semantic net-
works is most of the time restricted to the meaning of
the document rather than including the structure itself
[28].

3.1 Partial Networks

Content representation is only one part of the story. To
preserve documents in a semantic network, we also have
to encode and store the document’s structure and its cor-
responding meta-information. Petfli [28] suggests indi-
vidual networks for each dimension being connected to
one root node (DOCUMENTNODE); see Figure 3. The
partial networks are disjunct to permit independent and
parallel construction; nevertheless, individual nodes of
one network can be connected to one of the others to
link, e.g., a concept to a specific section. Note that we
distinguish betweeninformationnodes (structure; oval
elements) andcontentnodes (literals; square elements).

The networkmeta-information(starting at METAN-
ODE) contains all information to describe the document

MetaNode

DocumentNode

StructureNode

Simon Boese

ContentNode

Lincoln Wood
DC:creator

DC:titel

isPartOf

Section 1

Section 2

Introduction
hasTitle

hasSection

hasSection

Key aspect ...
hasText

isBefore
Semantic ...

Ontology
Concept1

Concept2

dealsWith

dealsWith

DC:creator

...

isA
Semantic Network

isA
NetworkSem. Network

isA

Torsten Reiners
DC:creator

hasTitle

hasText

Document Network

Integration in external Ontologies

Concept-based indexing in the design and

construction of semantic document 

networks to support concept retrieval

Figure 3: An exemplary semantic document network

itself; e.g. authors, format and publishing date. One
commonly used standard isDublin Core7, which defines
labels (prefix DC:) to annotate the relation between two
elements in documents or digital artefacts. For example,
ANONYMOUS1andANONYMOUS2are the authors of
the document with the titleConceptualised Document
Saving in a Semantic Database.

The networkstructure (starting at STRUCTUREN-
ODE) defines the logical structure of the document. It
describes the order of text units (being chapter, section,
subsection, paragraph, . . . ) and their content, which can
be anything from pure text to images or tables. In Fig-
ure 3 this document is (partly) shown with two sections,
which are defined by their title as well as content. Links
between nodes for the strucutre describe dependencies
like order or nested units.

The last networkconcept(starting at CONTENTN-
ODE) represents the content of the document by con-
cepts. The extracted concepts (see Section 2 and 2.4)
are connected among one another, but also linked into
externally defined ontologies to provide additional in-
formation about superior and subordinate concepts and,
therewith, allow for a comprehensive understanding of
the document [33, 34]. We have to point out that con-
cepts can have three states: fully specified (the concept
is known; e.g., part of an ontology), partly specified (fur-
ther information (e.g., other concepts in the partial net-
work) is required to evaluate the concept) and under-
specified (unknown concept in this context).

Even though the partial networks are constructed in-
dependently from each other, links inbetween the struc-
ture and content network can encode further valuable
information. That is, concepts are allocated to specific

7Seehttp://dublincore.org/documents/dces
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structural units like sections or tables and define, there-
fore, an order within the concepts.

3.2 Consistency of Networks

Document networks have to be validated against consis-
tency constraints before being added to the repository
to guarantee an overall quality without incomplete doc-
ument information. Here, we look at three constraints:
1) existence of partial networks, 2) minimum number of
information in each partial network and 3) valid impli-
cations for relations and inheritance of literals.

1. A document network is complete, if it has the two
partial networkscontent and meta-information.
Both networks are mutually dependent as con-
cepts within the content require a context, which
is specified by the meta-information. On the other
hand, the meta-information is obsolete, if there
is no further information about the content it-
self. The network about the structure is optional
as documents not necessarily have a recognisable
structure; i.e. short or flat documents.

2. In addition to the existence of partial networks, it
is also required to have at least the elements in
the network to identify the document and allow
adding it to the Semantic Document Network. For
the meta-information, this might be the title and
author and at least one concept being part of an
ontology for classification. Note that this depends
on the kind of document. If the structural network
is given, it must contain enough information to re-
construct the structure of the document.

3. The (semantic) network defines hierarchical rela-
tions; e.g., all elements associated withSection
1.1 are also part ofSection 1. Same has to be
given, if two concepts are associated to an ontol-
ogy; the relation between the two concepts must
be valid taking the ontology hierarchical structure
into account. The system has to perform semantic
verification and detect inconsistencies while pro-
cessing the document.

After a document network is created from the doc-
ument, it is stored in a repository (here, a semantic net-
work database) together with other documents. Docu-
ments share in this repository common nodes, i.e. to
expose similarity and closeness. However, to prevent
association of terms to the wrong document, we use a
disambiguation method: all relations (edges connecting
the nodes) are parameterised with the document identifi-
cation allowing a later reconstruction of individual doc-
ument networks.

4 Experimental Prototype

In this section, we describe the developed prototype,
point out its dependencies to other frameworks and how
we employed them for our research. The software, de-
veloped in Java, is separated into three components that
do the preprocessing, execute the actual conceptualisa-
tion and manage the database communication. A more
fine-grained explanation of this prototype can be found
in [8].

4.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing is performed in two subsequent steps:
1) transforming the received document into an internal
model (with information already being associated with
the corresponding partial network) and 2) annotating the
content of the document.

JDOM: Due to the XML character of DocBook
we utilise JDOM to access the body of the document.
JDOM creates a Document Object Model (DOM) in
form of a tree by parsing the document’s elements.8

Thereby, we can distinguish between structural, meta
and content information and assign them accordingly to
the partial networks.

ANNIE: The General Architecture for Text En-
gineering framework(GATE) offers a wide range of
functionality required for natural language processing.
GATE is offered as a stand-alone application as well as a
library to be included in other applications [12].9 Within
GATE, there is a module called ANNIE (“A nearly new
information extraction system”) that encapsulates stan-
dardised Natural Language Processing functions similar
to those illustrated in Section 2.1. This module is ap-
plied to annotate the content information extracted from
the JDOM document parser.

4.2 Conceptualiser

As visualised in Section 2.4, the conceptualisation relies
on the annotated text. With respect to such a prepared
document, the first task of the conceptualiser is to re-
trieve appropriate terms; i.e. concept candidates.

Candidate Extraction: The annotations are access-
able in sets of a given annotation type. These sets can
be considered as layers in the annotation hierarchy. For
our purpose we extracte one set containing all annotated
sentences and one set containing every single token from
the text. Additionally, we retrieve a set of recognised
named entities possibly containing persons, locations or
organisation.

8For details visithttp://www.jdom.org.
9More information can be obtained athttp://gate.ac.uk.
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We process all sentences and iterate over the tokens
in chronological order to sort out text expressions as a
pre-stage of concept candidates. We ignore all tokens
that belong to a named entity by comparing the anno-
tation IDs. To extract text expressions we concatenate
token values until a token either is a punctation mark or
belongs to one of the stop words (see Section 2.4 for re-
marks on the stop word category). This information can
be obtained from an annotation’s feature map.

After all sentences are processed, theConceptu-
alsierevaluates the generated list of text expressions and
unifies all that have an identical (case insensitive) string.
Afterwards, these expressions are declared as concept
candidates, which are used as queries in WordNet.

Accessing WordNet WordNet offers several APIs
for access from external applications and programming
languages.10 We picked the Java WordNet Interface
(JWI) from the MIT Computer Science and Artificial In-
telligence Laboratory.11

The key element of the JWI is theDictionary
class. It communicates with a local WordNet installa-
tion and handles all requests; either for synsets or for
relations among synsets.

Determining the Semantic Core With the WordNet
connection at hand the Conceptualiser queries the mean-
ings, i.e. synsets, for all concept candidates. Next, the
declared relation definitions from WordNet are read for
all synsets, from which the Lesk Overlap is later calcu-
lated.

According to the retrieved relations a
ConceptMeaningMatrix is generated by the Concep-
tualiser that is used to determine a concept meaning’s
score. Finally, the semantic core is built from those
concept candidates meanings that have the highest
assigned aggregated semantic relatedness for each
candidate.

Assembling Document Networks Based on the se-
mantic network implemenation from the database the
semantic core is consolidated with the other two par-
tial networks. These are created separately by filling
as many fields as possible concerning the Dublin Core
element set (for the metadata network) and getting the
structure information from the internal document data
model. Figure 4 depicts the correlation of the partial
document networks; see also Section 3.

10http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/

related-projects.
11Visit http://projects.csail.mit.edu/jwi for more infor-

mation.

MetaDataNetwork Semantic Core StructureNetwork

PartialNetwork

DocumentNetwork

Network

Figure 4: Document network class hierarchy

4.3 Semantic Database

After determining the semantic core and building the
document network, it is stored in a semantic network
database. This allow a storage of the semantic document
networks without further transformation into an rela-
tional database model and improves the retrieval as well
as the overlap with further documents in the database.
We continue with an introduction in the principle of the
semantic network database and afterwards describe how
the database is integrated in our prototype.

4.3.1 Mode of Operation

The data model of the semantic network database does
not use a defined and static schema, but simply repre-
sent information with two elements: nodes and edges.
Nodes constitute atomic (unique) values, which implies
that each node exists only once in the whole database.
Edges are associated with exactly two nodes to embody
a direct relation between the nodes. Furthermore, the
edges are labeled.

With respect to performance and requirements re-
garding security and assurance of consistency, we de-
cided to use the semantic network database developed
(SND)) by [2]; but others like Neo4J or OWLIM could
be used as well. SND is reduced to basic operations
but therefore is fast in storing, extracting and search-
ing content. SND allows only addition and deletion of
nodes, but no updates. This is done to assure consistency
as one has to remove all connections explicitly (assum-
ing to imply up-to-dateness). Modification of notes and
edges is done by deleting and adding an element. Both
network elements offer further design variants meaning
that nodes and edges may be under, partly or fully spec-
ified. These modelling options are useful when

1. the exact value is unknown but there is certainty
about the existence ofa value (under specified).

2. the exact value fulfils apattern that can be ex-
pressed as logical expression (partly specified).

In addition to the degree of specification, when
querying the database, edges may be defined, besides
the standard search options, as optional or negated.
Thereby, whole parts of the database’s network can
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be excluded from the search or are only respected if
present.

To characterise information a data type is generally
assigned. Within the semantic network database values
cannot be assigned directly to a certain type. However,
typification here always requires additional information;
i.e. at least one node and a connceting edge (a descrip-
tive relation). Thus, nodes implicitly may be an instance
of different types (there is no mechanism to restrict the
number of edges on a single node) which necessitates
a way to guarantee particular properties. This can be
done usingconstraints. These are specified as semantic
networks themselves and utilise different specified net-
work elements to ascertain the existence of other nodes
and edges. Therefore, one or more edges are declared as
trigger and define the responsibilty of a constraint net-
work. When the trigger fires, the constraints claim the
other elements and reject the network; in case that those
are not available.

4.3.2 Database Layer

The assembled semantic document network is validated
against a constraint network that matches the consis-
tency conditions as established in Section 3.2. If not
all required network elements are present, the document
network will be rejected and the conceptualised docu-
ment saving failed.

Otherwise, the document network is stored in the
database by sending its entire set of edges to the seman-
tic database. By definition, an edge is aware of its start
and end node. Hence, it is ensured that no node will be
omitted.

5 Conclusions

One of the key information and communication tech-
nologies in the future will be the interpretion of unstruc-
tured documents; that is the understanding of the mean-
ing. The unlimited growth of the Web 2.0, where anyone
can contribute, caused a proliferation of documents we
are hardly able to deal with. Therefore, it is important to
haveintelligentsystems being able to automate the pro-
cessing, extraction of information and provision to users
and also other systems. With respect to the manifold use
of semantically processed documents, we decided not
to focus on one application domain but rather develop a
framework with focus on the storage of processed docu-
ments

→ to determine the best concept candidates using
concept-based indexing;

→ to define a semantic core for the documents;

→ that generates a semantic document network for
each document comprised of three partial net-
works: meta-information, structure and concept;

→ to store the processed documents in a semantic
network database.

Where to go from here? On the one hand our on-
going research includes the improvement of the seman-
tic document storage, but also the integration into do-
mains such as automated essay grading and evaluation
of machine translation. Theproof of conceptpresented
promising results as well as opened further opportuni-
ties for extensions and improvements. In this paper, we
limited ourselves to a small example for demonstrative
purposes, an extensive benchmark of the concept extrac-
tion and the semantic network database can be found in
[8].

→ the exchangeability of the thesaurus,

→ supporting other languages than English,

→ enhancement of the semantic database,

→ anchoring concepts in the document’s structure to
preserve storylines.

The outcome of this study indicates that the semantic
document network is already elegible to be incorporated
in other domains and take advantage of the preprocess-
ing. Our first field of application was the evaluation of
machine translation. Instead of checking on n-grams, we
determine the concepts within the documents and ver-
ify that both, the original document and the translation
cover the same story. A practical use of this approach is
the improvement of bots to facilitate greater interaction
with users in virtual training environments [29] by un-
derstanding the meaning of user interactions and being
able to respond appropriately.
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